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•
CHILDISH DISTORTIONS OF RABBINIC TEXTS IN
S. Y. AGNON'S "HAMITPAHAT"
David C. Jacobson —

,rmbm fnxn 'rf? pvn^i pbwn bv nViP w n Vipn HK prrat» p a
^KWD nm Vw )nVw Vw irrwx&ia ntzrp rrnw mmn pirn imio
n*rap in msnnp ^on Vtr? rnKVwVw nn^r w i DIK m nwv nww
T B Vm VDKD T B Vn vVsn in rninnp nrmVsn nvnrrpi m o w
'tf? riDia mm nwxm w rwwn vnnm na VDD D'&tpm DHJI&
.HXIVDI f nan
Had my mother not taught me that you do not stand on chairs and do
not clamber onto the table and do not shout, I would have climbed onto
the table and shouted out, "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness
thereof "; like the child in the Talmud who used to be seated in the middle of a golden table which had to be carried by sixteen men; sixteen
silver chains were fixed in it; and plates, goblets, pitchers, and flasks
were set thereon and upon it were all kinds of food, dainties, and spices
of all that was created in the six days of creation; and he used to proclaim, "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof/' 1
A r n o l d B a n d h a s p r a i s e d S. Y. A g n o n ' s story " H a m i t p a h a t " ("The
Kerchief," 1932) for its " u n i q u e fusion of nostalgic m e m o i r a n d m a t u r e
u n d e r s t a n d i n g of t h e loss of innocence." 2 In r e c o u n t i n g the n a r r a t o r ' s
1

S. Y. Agnon, Elu ve'elu (Jerusalem and Tel Aviv: Schocken, 1966), 263-64; S. Y.
Agnon, Twenty-One Stories, ed. Nahum N. Glatzer (New York: Schocken, 1970),
54.1 have adapted each of the English translations of I. M. Lask that I quote in this
article so that the choice of words is as close as possible to that of the Soncino
translation of the Talmud that I have used for corresponding talmudic passages,
because Agnon quoted Hebrew expressions in the talmudic texts verbatim. I have
also modernized the style of the Soncino translation.
2
Arnold J. Band, Nostalgia and Nightmare: A Study in the Fiction of S. Y. Agnon
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1968), 224.
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transition from a naïve, childish perception of reality to a gradually more
sophisticated realization of the complexities of human existence, Agnon
transcends the tension between modern Jews' longing for the positive
qualities of the world of tradition and their highly critical view of that
very world, which they have abandoned in favor of modernity. The story
is not solely a maskilic satire on the limitations of traditional Jewry nor a
nostalgic remembrance of a community steeped in learning and piety. In
a certain sense, it is neither and it is both.
In "Hamitpahat" Agnon expresses an appreciation for what was
nurturing in the world of his childhood, while at the same time conveying to his readers why he was not content to live solely in that world
as an adult. Many aspects of the story would seem to reflect the author's
nostalgic evocation of the traditional side of his upbringing, highlighted
by his account of the tranquility of his family's Sabbath observance,
with all of the exposure to modernity that he experienced in Buczacz filtered out. At the same time the story conveys some very strong social
criticism of the author's childhood milieu when the narrator recounts,
albeit from a naïve perspective, the harsh treatment of a poor beggar
who arrives in town.
Agnon strikes this balance between nostalgia and a critical adult perspective, in part, by means of connections the narrator recalls sensing as
a child between his own situation and narrative aggadic texts found in
the Talmud. It is not surprising that this traditionally raised child frequently blends his present reality with the world of rabbinic narratives.
Children throughout the world make sense of life, at least in part, in
terms of the literature and lore of their community, and the heroes with
whom they identify are often the heroes of their culture's narrative traditions. Each time the narrator refers to an aggadic text, however, he does
so in a distorted manner that reflects more his own self-centered childish
concerns than the original meaning of the text. It is these very distortions
deliberately introduced by Agnon into the story that serve to convey his
mixed nostalgic/critical relationship to the world of Jewish tradition, and
in particular to the effect of traditional Jewish texts on the culture in
which he grew up. 3
In the passage quoted above the narrator as a boy feels carried away
by ecstasy as he experiences his father's return from the Sabbath morning
synagogue service and the rituals conducted by his father in preparation

3

For a discussion of the relationship between classical textual references in
Agnon's fiction and the author's ambivalent relationship to the Jewish tradition,
see Dov Landau, "Hashimush bemuva'ot bekhitvei Agnon/' Biqqoret ufarshanut
2-3 (1972): 80-86.
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for the Sabbath lunch. It is all the boy can do to restrain himself from
defying his mother's norms of proper table manners by standing on the
table and praising God. But who is this child in the Talmud, who for
some reason was not restrained by his mother from doing what the narrator wanted to do as a child? In truth, there is not even the trace of such
a boisterous, religiously ecstatic child in the talmudic text to which the
boy alludes. I doubt that any reader would attribute this distortion of the
intertext to carelessness on the part of Agnon. In fact, Agnon has the boy
quote the description of the table and that which was on the table exactly
as it appears in the talmudic passage. On one level, this distortion of the
text can be attributed to the child's imaginative invention of a hero with
whom he could identify. It certainly can be seen as contributing to the
charming nature of the story's portrait of the child. A close comparison of
the original talmudic text and the child's distorted version, however, suggests that it is just such childish distortion that serves Agnon's more
general purpose of balancing nostalgia and criticism.
The talmudic narrative (Shabbat 119a) reads as follows:

,xyr\bn rron bvn VSK 'nrnxna nrm DVS :KDK nn x"n >m n^xi
mtzw ww\ ,D*TK ^a ntrw ntzw *w» nm Vw jnVtp rasV i*rom
nvmVn n v n r r p mtroi mnrpi / n msmp ^OD VTP rnKVwVw
on&ix imx ppVo&twi / m nxf?&i p x n 'rf? :ûn&nx irvm
?-pV TVOT HDn />:n nV >m»x .DiK m1? jra p x m 'rf? Û*>BW D>&wn
.nn^V xnn IT :*m&x row nrrri^ ram VDBI ;>n»n rasp :*>V nax
.pV -pnw Dip^n ^ n m ,[rpDW •pwx] :V? >nn»x
For Rabbi Hiyya b. Abba related: I was once a guest of a man in
Laodicea, and a golden table was brought before him, which had to be
carried by sixteen men; sixteen silver chains were fixed in it, and plates,
goblets, pitchers, and flasks were set thereon, and upon it were all kinds
of food, dainties, and spices. When they set it down they recited, "The
earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof, and so forth" [Psalms 24:1],
and when they removed it [after the meal] they recited "The heavens are
the heavens of the Lord; but the earth has He given to the children of
men" [Psalms 115:16]. Said I to him, "My son, whereby have you merited this?" "I was a butcher," replied he, "and of every fine beast I used
to say, This shall be for the Sabbath/" Said I to him, "Happy are you
that you have [so] merited, and praised be the Omnipresent who has
permitted you to enjoy [all] this."4
4
The translation is from Shabbath, trans. H. Freedman (London: Soncino, 1935),
2:586-87.1 modified the translation to read in a more contemporary style. There
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The boy recalls much of the original text with remarkable fidelity: as noted
above, the description of the table bearing the utensils and plentiful food
is word for word exactly as it appears in the Talmud. There are, however,
a number of significant differences: in the original version the hero is a
man whose wealth is presented as a reward for paying careful attention to
the honor of the Sabbath. The boy has eliminated this hero and substituted
a child who makes no reference to the need for people to prepare for the
Sabbath, but instead refers only to God's role in providing the bounteous
meal. Another significant departure from the original text is when the boy
recalls only one of the two verses from Psalms contained in the talmudic
version: "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof," leaving out the
second verse, "The heavens are the heavens of the Lord, but the earth has
He given to the children of men," thereby once again putting more
emphasis on the role of God in the world than on the role of people.
A second example of a distorted version of a talmudic narrative
occurs in an earlier passage in the story when the boy's father returns
home from a business trip on the eve of the Sabbath. The original talmudic narrative (Ta'anit 21a) tells of the appointment of a man named
Nahum to bring a gift from the Jews to the Roman emperor:
M m IDK rrV KpVo mm KHVB Vsn IT m trrx Dim mV inp ^KBKI
Vn" ]KD *n&K ntrp *nV pmn Vxntrr n n ^ wn Knn xa&n ny\vh
wmn KOD^O KVB ÎTTD vnœ Kin ptr:n naiVan IT m IZTK mm Vn"
inrVpun nrnn -pn i&p K ^ D m n Kinnn nn Vrx nvVanai mmo
KDD *D (nmuV IT m nax inirn >D nnnV) xnss; inaiV»! mt^oV
inViD1? mrVop&V KDVD Ki?n [KIDI; iVan imm KLJ^OV imnw] onn
nns mV 'znx imVK KHK [nniuV IT m n&K] nmn> ^ w n a Kp IDK
HW mn ^m Kin pmnK annnKn KIDITD KIDS; Kn KDVI VK in»:ra
mwp *pa wpD imn nD^D ]iv DTDI n n un ^ rrs"o nn KIDI?
•a*? f?"i? munsi rrr» ipnn nwrD^V ISD KVT KHHO Knn K^n
>D nm Knp^n ininnun nvVonDi mmta o^ax musroV iniVai mm
•>VID xnp> *f? n a n "pnn rrn»x >x» mV max x i n Kinnn vra IHK
*>aV VCPDDKI i r r r t TWO nnrb ^DDK Kana *^pim ra> itf? n&x *xn

is another, shorter version of this story with some variations in Bereshit Rabbah,
Parashah 11. Agnon may also have had this version in mind, since it contains the
expression, "everything that was created in the six days of creation/' but he also
clearly had the talmudic version in mind, which contains expressions not found
in the midrashic version. Since the talmudic passage is longer and provides for a
richer comparison, and also since the boy alluded to the Talmud, I am using the
talmudic passage as the intertext for purposes of this analysis.
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.win ^nV wbup*}
Why was he called Nahum Ish Gamzu? Because whatever befell him he
would declare, 'This also is for the best." Once the Jews desired to send
to the Emperor a gift and after discussing who should go they decided
that Nahum Ish Gamzu should go because he had experienced many
miracles. They sent with him a bag full of precious stones and pearls. He
went and spent the night in a certain inn and during the night the people in the inn arose and emptied the bag and filled it up with earth.
When he discovered this next morning he exclaimed, "This also is for
the best." When he arrived at his destination and they undid his bag
they found that it was full of earth. The king thereupon desired to put
them all to death saying, "The Jews are mocking me." Nahum then
exclaimed, "This also is for the best." Whereupon Elijah appeared in the
guise of one of them [i.e., as a Roman] and remarked, "Perhaps this is
some of the earth of their father Abraham, for when he threw earth
[against the enemy] it turned into swords and when [he threw] stubble
it changed into arrows, for it is written, 'His sword makes them as dust,
his bow as the driven stubble' [Isaiah 41:2]." Now there was one
province which [the emperor had hitherto] not been able to conquer but
when they tried some of this earth [against it] they were able to conquer
it. Then they took him [Nahum] to the royal treasury and filled his bag
with precious stones and pearls and sent him back with great honor.
When on his return journey he again spent the night in the same inn he
was asked, "What did you take [to the emperor] that they showed you
such great honor?" He replied, "I brought there what I had taken from
here." [The innkeepers] thereupon razed the inn to the ground and took
of the earth to the king and they said to him, "The earth that was
brought to you belonged to us." They tested it and it was not found to
be [effective] and the innkeepers were thereupon put to death. 5

5

The translation is from Ta'anith, trans. J. Rabbinowitz (London: Soncino,
1938), 105-6.1 modified the translation to read in a more contemporary style. I left
the name of the hero in its original Hebrew, Nahum Ish Gam Zu, in order to preserve the play on words created by alternative vocalizations of the letters gimel,
mem, zayin, vav: vocalized gimzo, it can be taken to refer to the town of Gimzo as
the place from which Nahum came (i.e., he is ish Gimzo, a man from Gimzo, a
town in Judea mentioned in 2 Chronicles 28:18); vocalized gamzu, it can be taken
to refer to Nahum's persistent optimism captured in his tendency to say about
even bad occurrences, gam zu letovah (this also is for the best). See Sanhédrin, trans.
H. Freedman (London: Soncino, 1935), 2:474 n. 5. There is a similar version of this
aggadah in Sanhédrin 108b-109a. However, since Agnon makes use of some
expressions found only in the version in Ta'anit, it is most likely that the latter
version is the intertext.
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As a man of great faith and indomitable optimism Nahum merits miracles, and therefore he is the best person to send on the perilous mission
of trying to promote good relations between the Jews and the Roman
emperor who rules them. In the end, Nahum is indeed rewarded for his
optimism when Elijah appears disguised as a Roman and convinces the
emperor that the earth the robbers had placed in Nahum's box was the
earth of the patriarch Abraham that could miraculously turn into swords.
An important aspect of this narrative is the role reversal that takes place
when the Jews are transformed from relatively powerless subjects of the
Roman emperor to providers of a weapon that provides victory to the
emperor. Nahum himself experiences a dramatic transformation: at the
beginning of the story he is a mere supplicant to the emperor; by the end
he is in a position to return the Jews' tribute and have vengeance visited
on the people who had robbed him.
The narrator as a boy recalls this aggadic passage as his father goes
to open his trunk:

namV I T ouam nnnVan nx nnsi Vun&a nnsan nx ym *poaV
1
DIP jrr ? xax mw mVa .pntzn ua tran DIKHD .VVDVDD pa WDWDI
/iranvrn nx wmm pV»n nw» i^pi pVaa f? XDW ix ?m:nmnn nx
maw nuax xVa nnx noyb pmn iTa inVtzw x:inn ntrra&a
innsi pVnn ^ya in&i? nWa /pVaa nnx nW> fn *f?n ,nvVriDi
TITOS; rww nmxa .nay irnxVai lannaœ na Va VTOTI nnxn nx
inDttD nv? nor imxw xjn irox1? 03 ntzwjw nwa />aVa TiVVDnm
ntwr *p ,mann itzroj nai? J?TT nnnax rrnœaœ /irax amax bw
innnVa pnnan ^ a ia IXVDW nan imxi oa IJ&S; Kin "pna umpn
.roan&n Vaa nVira XT xax Vw
Finally [Father] pressed the key into the lock, opened the trunk, put his
hand inside, and felt among his possessions. Suddenly he looked at us
and became silent. Had Father forgotten to place the presents there? Or
had he been lodging at an inn where the inn people rose and took out
the presents? As happened with the sage by whose hands they sent a gift
to the Emperor, a chest full of precious stones and pearls, and when he
lodged one night at the inn, the inn folk opened the chest and took out
everything that was in it and filled it with earth. Then I prayed that just
as a miracle was done to that sage so that that earth should be the earth
of Abraham our father, which turned into swords when it was thrown
into the air, so should the Holy One, blessed be He, perform a miracle
with us in order that the things with which the innkeepers had filled
Father's trunk should be better than all presents.6
6

Agnon, Elu ve'elu, 261; Agnon, Twenty-One Stories, 51.
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In this distortion of the aggadic passage, the boy has cast his father in the
role of Nahum (the bearer of the gifts) and himself in the role of
the emperor. The boy has eliminated the central focus of the plot on
Nahum's heroic role as a mediator between the emperor and his fellow
Jews. Instead, the story becomes merely that of a self-centered boy
whose primary concern is to know what his father brought him from his
trip. It is not the miracle of earth turning into arrows that will right the
balance of power between Jews and a gentile authority that interests
him; instead, he hopes for a miraculous transformation of the earth into
wonderful presents.
While these first two examples of intertextuality occupy relatively
limited space in "Hamitpahat," another example pervades the story.
Three times the narrator as a boy alludes to a talmudic aggadah, each
time in a distorted manner that gives him a central role. The talmudic text
(Sanhédrin 98a) begins with a conversation between the third-century
amora Rabbi Joshua ben Levi and Elijah the prophet:

>n-n xmircn xnrpDN w p >irn /in^tf? IIDWK *nV p sronir >3i
n r r DK :ÎTV n&K — vr\m xtfryb xrnK :rr>V IDK smv p py&w
.TWDW nwbw Vipi TPÎO ww :nV p wirr *m n&x .nm pix
Rabbi Joshua ben Levi met Elijah standing by the entrance of Rabbi
Simeon ben Yohai's tomb. He asked him: "Have I a portion in the world
to come?" He replied, "If this Master desires it." Rabbi Joshua ben Levi
said, "I saw two, but heard the voice of a third."7
Elijah does not go so far as to make a definitive prediction that Rabbi
Joshua will merit a place in the world to come. He merely states that
such matters are dependent on God's will. When Rabbi Joshua then asks
when the Messiah will come, Elijah tells him he can go and ask the
Messiah himself:

KD'rn— .HHHV ntyw VT iwb nax— mwn TIK nzrx :n^ nax—
,on6n ^mo »ar >JO rrrr — iwiwo w\— mm anrraa— inw
KDVH HDK .in TOKI in nw wx ,*UD>T inn 'TOXI ntr? fViDi
He then asked him, "When will the Messiah come?" "Go and ask him
himself," was his reply. "Where is he sitting?" "At the entrance of Rome."
7
The translation in this and subsequent quotations of this aggadic text is from
Sanhédrin, 2:664.
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"And by what sign may I recognize him?" "He is sitting among the poor
lepers: all of them untie [them] all at once, and rebandage them together,
whereas he unties and rebandages each separately [before treating the
next], thinking, should I be wanted [it being time for my appearance as
the Messiah] I must not be delayed [through having to bandage a number of wounds]."
There is, of course, much significance to the description of the Messiah provided by Elijah. The Messiah's location at the entrance of Rome creates a
meaningful link between the seat of power of the empire that destroyed the
Temple and the hope of redemption that the Messiah represents. It is as if
the Messiah must always stay close to the source of evil that brought about
the Jewish people's exile in order to be ready to reverse that exile and
restore the Jews to their land. The fact that the Messiah sits among those
who are poor and sick associates him with the end of suffering that will
come with the Messianic era. Particularly striking is Elijah's description of
the Messiah never allowing more than one bandage to be untied at any one
time so that he is always ready to appear when God calls him to do so.
Rabbi Joshua then goes to Rome, puts his question to the Messiah,
and brings back to Elijah the Messiah's puzzling answer, which is then
interpreted by Elijah:

nn ybv mbw mV n&x— miDi ^m ybv mVtp iwb n&x wmb Vrx
.irrVx •'nib xnx .ovn :rr>b n&x— ?na TIX n»n6 :ÎTV IDX— w>b
zTvb nax— sxvb nn ybv nibw irrV n;ox— ?*f? nax *>x& :rpb n&x—
nam />n npw xp mpw tm1? nax— /run rmbvb TnaVi *f? -jnunx
f?pn DK ovn ^b inn "on :rr*? IDK— !xnx xVi ,Krnx nvn ^b
.•w&wn
So he went to him and greeted him, saying, "Peace upon you, Master
and Teacher." "Peace upon you, son of Levi," he replied. "When will
you come, Master?" asked he. "Today" was his answer. On his returning to Elijah, the latter inquired, "What did he say to you?" "Peace upon
you, son of Levi," he answered. Thereupon he [Elijah] observed, "He
thereby assured you and your father of [a portion in] the world to
come." "He spoke falsely to me," he rejoined, "stating that he would
come today, but has not." He [Elijah] answered him, "This is what he
said to you, Today, if you will hear his voice [Psalm 95:7]/"
It takes the deeper understanding of Elijah to explain the full significance of the Messiah's response. When he greeted Rabbi Joshua, the
Messiah actually answered Rabbi Joshua's original question, implying
that both the rabbi and his father will have a share in the world to come.
As for the Messiah's statement that he is coming "today," Elijah explains,
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the Messiah did not lie, but rather he alluded to the verse from Psalms,
'Today if you will hear his voice," thereby making the coming of the
Messiah dependent less on God's will than on the ability of humanity to
obey God's commandments.
In "Hamitpahat" the narrator refers to this text at two different
points. In each passage the child imagines himself in the role of the hero
of the aggadic narrative, Rabbi Joshua. The first reference to the text
reflects the concerns of the narrator as a boy during the period before his
bar mitzvah and belongs to the realm of fantasy and dreams. A later passage is presented as an actual reenactment of the Rabbi Joshua narrative
by the narrator on the day of his bar mitzvah.
In the first reference to the aggadah the narrator recalls how during the
week that his father would go to the annual merchants' fair in Lashkowitz,
he would lie on his father's bed and before falling asleep would reflect
upon the aggadic scene of the Messiah sitting among the poor:

ntzrp rrn ViDnx .*f?D Kin nvm mxs na rn&i noiK rrn VIBHK
.|vn in irui mnnn ibyrrv tm in iwnnn KV om wmn nv
jrm bxw HK VIK^V ynwm rmntp Kin *pnn tzmpn nnn DIKHD
vbw n^mn bv osnn» rrri vnpM nnK .nVi^n nbinw mtzn iV
rmxnw nnKD ,ra*n nnV Tinn ^x Vnx ,wwm ^Van m n nm
,n»m bw Drnnn Vp^D •'Dipan nnx .onm&n ntzrV nnp&n ^ » n
*ax Vnx ,D*»mD& DHJin D^mVi nnwn Vrsx nn^p ns u^Vnix onw
.rrtPD Vw inspran nurV IDTO DHD trrtp ,nnix nnra>
Only yesterday he was untying and rebandaging his wounds and today
he's a king! Yesterday he sat among the poor and they did not recognize
him, but sometimes even abused him and treated him with disrespect;
and now suddenly the Holy One, blessed be He, has remembered the
oath He swore to redeem Israel, and given him permission to reveal
himself to the world. Another in my place might have been angered at
the poor who treated Messiah the King with disrespect; but I honored
and revered them, since Messiah the King had desired to dwell in their
quarters. In my place another might have treated the poor without
respect, as they eat black bread even on the Sabbaths, and wear dirty
clothes. But I honored and revered them, since among them were those
who had dwelt together with the Messiah.8
Here the boy imagines the scene from the aggadah of the Messiah sitting
among the poor. Unlike Rabbi Joshua, however, the boy's interest in the

Agnon, Elu veelu, 257; Agnon, Twenty-One Stones, 47.
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scene is not motivated by an urgent desire to know when the Messiah
will come. He is content to attribute much importance to his respect for
the Messiah, which will put him on the right side when that poor beggar
is transformed by God's will into the savior of humanity.
This passage is shortly followed by a dream sequence in which the
boy assumes a role parallel to that of Rabbi Joshua going to Rome to
speak with the Messiah:

*j*pnn *pr /maxi vzm ^mv >mrcpi >nr2P2? HK 'rrVw nrm D^D
.raw ^ m nnx vvb ^urnm >»v DDI VMD na *pi?n WTD *OK VSX
nwv inx *Bn TOT n:wn D*ntzrp û»as; Vw ra TPKT HUB*? vtonoj
trna KVW Voira u»» TS? HK Titras .VI?2£) HK noiKi THEH o m o
D^pnm D*>np KVD V*m nn rm i » » *ry TitraDW p*o .omen
D^W&T o^jptrn ÛTTIID Û*>XDD mswi nro mam msn nvm
Vnnn .nnn Vv THK npnn nVra mn DKHD rntzpj .onai n ^ n r a
o 'npjrc KVI pwsfV Ti^po .TDnnV nrrx nasn otrana nnn
KDK *a .^wVn inpin D^KDO msw iKirr >D nnDK DXW TIXT
TPXT rasa VDnonV Ti? >nnpD .TIDD Vs; ^K^nm irrVun *m2n
Vw rmy?» nW> Kin -pin wnpn ozrpw T W T T B .ovn TXHW
.win nwp Trw^n >nv2ps nx vbm TVTI
Once I took my fringed garment and tied myself to [a great bird's] wings
and said, "Bird, bird, take me to Father." The bird spread its wings and
flew with me to a city called Rome. I looked down and saw a group of
poor people sitting at the gates of the city, and one poor person among
them untying and rebandaging his wounds. I turned my eyes away
from him in order not to see his sufferings. When I turned my eyes away
there grew a great mountain with all kinds of thorns and thistles upon
it and evil beasts grazing there, and impure birds and ugly creeping
things crawling about it, and a great wind blew all of a sudden and flung
me onto the mountain, and the mountain began quaking under me and
my limbs felt as though they would fall asunder; but I feared to cry out
lest the creeping things should enter my mouth and the impure birds
should peck at my tongue. Then Father came and wrapped me in his
prayer shawl and brought me back to my bed. I opened my eyes to gaze
at his face and found that it was day. At once I knew that the Holy One,
blessed be He, had rolled away another night of the nights of the fair. I
took my fringes and made a fresh knot.9
This dream sequence contrasts with the boy's fantasy about the Messiah,
as well as with the aggadic passage on which it is based. Here the boy
9

Agnon, Elu ve'elu, 258; Agnon, Twenty-One Stories, 48.
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loses his purported delight in and respect for the Messiah and for the
poor people among whom he sits. Furthermore, unlike Rabbi Joshua who
goes to Rome to ask the Messiah about redemption, in the dream the boy
is carried to Rome when he asks to see his father. Once there, unlike
Rabbi Joshua the boy does not have a conversation with the Messiah but
rather turns away from the Messiah's suffering and is then thrown into a
nightmarishly dangerous world, only to be saved in the end by the miraculous appearance of his father.
The aggadic passage plays a role in the climactic passage of the story.
On the day of the narrator's bar mitzvah, his mother ties the precious kerchief that she had worn on Jewish holy days around his neck. On his way
back from the House of Study, the boy comes across a poor person who
had begun to spend time in the boy's town. The poor person, who had
been treated unmercifully by the Jewish residents of the town, closely
resembles the Messiah as poor person in the aggadic passage and in the
boy's fantasy and dream. Now the boy interacts more directly with this
poor person in ways that parallel but also are in marked contrast to the
way that Rabbi Joshua relates to the Messiah:

noixi vn»i a^ax bw nDip Vi? awv mntPD ^y imx ^ p i n ym
frsx fDin *pxw p&itn&o WDD ,&wpm a^vip v*nai vsrcs nx
Vw DTi? piD vas *pn» isrsntp O^SD />a yxn x*n ^x .vsra nx
*>vin mnm» Tnaianx fvnnm ^aV ^a IDS; ruw nrnxa .ima WK
*rn •'aV nx ^nVoa ^x Vax . ^ w ^ VaVan:n maVim m»»3?n»
.OV?TP *>b nnnm DVW iV Tnaxi wn ^sV ^ x n nx *roa-im
On the way I found that poor person sitting on a heap of stones, untying and rebandaging his wounds, his clothes rent and tattered, nothing
but a bundle of rags which did not even hide his wounds. He looked at
me as well. The wounds on his face seemed like eyes of fire. My heart
stopped, my knees began shaking, my eyes grew dim, and everything
seemed to be in a whirl. But I took my heart in my hand, nodded to the
poor person, and greeted him, and he returned the greeting.10
As Rabbi Joshua and the Messiah greeted each other in the aggadic passage, so do the boy and the poor person. In contrast to the aggadic passage,
however, the mutual greeting is nonverbal, and Rabbi Joshua's grandiose
question to the Messiah regarding when he would bring redemption is
subsequently replaced in this version with a simple act of charity when the
boy gives his kerchief to the Messiah to bandage his wounds.

Agnon, Elu ve'elu, 266; Agnon, Twenty-One Stories, 57-58.
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The three aggadic narratives that the narrator as a child distorts each
reflect the ongoing tension in Jewish religious thought regarding the relative roles of divine and human agency in assuring human well-being.
The aggadah of Nahum Ish Gam Zu deals with the relative political powerlessness of the Jews under Roman rule. Nahum's eventual triumphant
raising of the Jews to a status of parity with the Romans is achieved by a
combination of human optimism and faith and divine supernatural intervention. The aggadah of Hiyya bar Abba is about a wealthy man whose
material needs are more than adequately satisfied. He attributes this
material well-being to his own personal diligence in honoring the
Sabbath, for which he receives divine reward. The aggadah of Joshua b.
Levi suggests a divine control of personal salvation in the world to come,
but a dependence by God on humanity to obey the commandments in
order to bring the messianic redemption.
In each distorted version of an aggadah the boy upsets the delicate
balance between human and divine agency found in the original aggadic
narratives. In his first two distorted versions, he tips the scale to the side
of divine intervention: the Sabbath meal that the boy experiences is associated only with what God gives and not with the necessary human
preparations related in the aggadic text, while the earth's supernatural
transformation into swords occurs with no reference to the human hero
Nahum. The boy's interactions with the beggar as Messiah, however,
move from the experience of total dependence on an outside power (the
Messiah will one day miraculously rise to power; the father can save him
from the evil that the Messiah suffers) to an almost complete focus on the
role of humanity in bringing about redemption by such charitable acts as
giving a poor person a kerchief with which to bind his wounds.
Beneath the surface of this story of individual maturation lies a critique of the ways that misreadings of rabbinic Judaism have fostered
inappropriate approaches of traditional Ashkenazic Jews seeking to meet
their basic needs. The childish distortions in this story mask a deeper radical declaration that the world in which the author was raised was
excessively dependent on God. In the spirit of prevailing modern Jewish
political trends (Zionism, Socialism, etc.), the author declares, in effect:
Reject excessive dependence on divine sources of redemption and take
matters into your own hands. Political, material, and spiritual well-being
can only be accomplished if humans act. If this means sacrificing longstanding sanctified worldviews, so be it. Even if this involves the
abandonment of the world of one's childhood, it is preferable to a blind
attachment to religion that serves as a refuge from taking on the problems of human existence.
By alluding to talmudic aggadic texts, however, Agnon subtly avoids
the antirabbinic bias of much modern political thought. It is as if he is
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saying: Go back to the original texts of the rabbinic tradition to discover
the balance between the roles of God and humanity. Only then will you
realize that if Diaspora Ashkenazic Jews have been prone to passivity, it
is because they have chosen a distorted, overly simplistic approach to
meeting their needs. The future of Jewish culture is dependent on a
mature return to the wisdom of tradition, which will reestablish a balance
between human practicality and religious faith that will assure a true and
lasting material and spiritual Jewish revival.

•
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